
Scam of the Week™

June 6, 2014, Austin, TX

World Tour continues 70 years ago on D-Day when our fathers kicked 

their ass, big time, for the last time, good Lord willing and the creek donʼt rise!!!

Joke of the Week™ - Wine is to women as . . . visit The Reverend 

Tony™ for the Joke of the Week™.

Fútbol - The 2014 FIFA World Cup Brazil™ begins next Thursday with 

Brazil and Croatia at Sao Paolo under a full moon. Sun Hing say “Cra! Cra! Cra!”

USA last match before the tournament is tomorrow  with Nigeria from 

Groupo F so it is time to get your caxirola on.

Scam of the Week™ - Uber launched a ride-share/chauffeur app for 

Austin with a two minute spot on the nightly news which included 12 mentions of 

“Uber” during said two minutes spot. 12 does not include “Uber” in the caption for 

almost the entire two minutes. Impressive numbers even for an informercial.

Password tonight is “50-amp fuse”. Peace, love and margaritas, I remain 

The Reverend Tony™. 

Polyticks - Water rates are going up not because Austinettes are using 

less water but because of The Drought™ as Lakes Travis and Buchanan are at 

38% capacity. According to Jim Spencer it would take 71 days of rain like 

Memorial Day Monday to fill both to 100%.

The Drought™ = Water Treatment Plant 3 does not operate because no 

water in Lake Travis to treat = no revenue = no debt service on the bond issue 
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floated to pay for construction = water rate increase to pay the debt service. Is 

this great government or what? 

Light, sweet crude  settled at $102.48 down $1.10, as natural gas rises 

3.11% to $4.701. The €uro is up a bit to $1.3658.

1 dead this week in The War Without End, Amen™ = 23 for the year.

click for a pdf of this Scam of the Week™
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